"IF you’re hearing this message, it is by no accident. There is a phenomenon happening around this crisis to reveal the truth of all
things which may be scary for some. Have you noticed, we are getting closer to some folks and been torn apart from others? This
current crisis is profoundly exposing our true identities.
Science and nature is a great way to know what's true or not. In the dental field when we have tooth decay, it destroys the tooth
and everything around it, even the supporting structures of bone, if left unattended. The longer it goes untreated the worse
damage it does.
It seems we are dealing with Truth decay in our communities. So like a tooth decay we exam and diagnose, develop a treatment
plan of solutions, test those solutions because it needs to fit together well in the area, then educate and use prevention to stop the
decay from reoccurring.
So how does this plan sound?
Individually examine using honest data, collaborate and test treatment plan via transparency and diversification, then use
prevention to ensure the decay does not reoccur. For details go to Regener8tive.com"
(Can cut it here for shorter video. Everything in ( ) can be omitted if needed)
It is our choice individually and collectively what we do next with the exposure of this rampant TRUTH Decay. Propaganda and folks
are encouraging us to react with anger about the dysfunction. I say we circumvent disaster and remain calm and persistent to
participate in solving these problems with solutions that will address the dysfunction at the root. SASIE
1. Stop reacting (Do our research and feel what the truth is)
2. Align with others to help through the tough times. (Go to Regener8tive social media to find like-minded tribe).
3. Support Regener8tive transparent collaborative solutions at no or low risk (via Vote, volunteer, donate and/or invest in solutions
that will benefit ourselves and others) with matching funds, the more support we have to test solutions, the more pressure we
apply to implement our verified solutions.
4. Implement safeguards to address rising dysfunction before it becomes catastrophic.
5. Educate and bring awareness to others and don't react if they don't join us.
1."Slow our roll" Exam and diagnose to recognize disease by signs and symptoms. How many folks are confused, conflicting
information, contending with one another? Rt left, black white, republican democrat, masks or no masks ect... So the exam reveals
we have decay. Our leaders are divided and fighting influencing the rest of us to divide and fight.
Does what I am saying sound and feel like truth? Breathe. Take a deep breath. Pull your shoulders down and back! Notice what
your gut, heart and mind tell you since We all have the ability to feel the truth of all things when we hear it. Even though it seems
that the world and all of what we believed in is falling apart we can implement a treatment plan.
2. Align and Collaborate - We want treatment plan options because we don't want to replace the decay with something worse. So
we have designed a plan to brainstorm solutions, test the solutions to ensure success before rebuilding the new structure. This is
where we all come in and do our part to quickly suggest real solutions and not just complaints. I am the founder of Regener8tive
where our mission is to repair damage. We have strategic partnerships with Value Act, Connective, and Next seed to help the
treatment plan be successful. WE have all donated our time and efforts thus far, to this cause to help those willing to help others
and themselves. Let's not use social media to complain any longer and instead use social media to brainstorm solution details with
others. Join Regener8tive on social media. If you need help or funding for your solutions you can upload your solutions to
Regener8tive where we are aligning investors, corporations, grants, groups and individuals that want to help. We have others
willing to match funds.
To ensure that the experience is edifying and positive, the donated, investment or matching funds will be held in escrow account
(ie: Paypal, Square, Venmo ect..)And no more than 1% will be transferred from account for marketing to invite others to help solve
problems. The remaining 99% will be transferred when you give an approval for an economically viable sustainable solution. Our
funds have a huge upside benefit and a 1% risk. As an investor, this is what we would call a great value. IE: $100 donated and
only $1 is transferred for marketing.
3. Support Solutions. With matching funds, the more support we have to test solutions, the more pressure we apply to implement
our verified solutions.
Here is an example of solutions and for more details go to Regener8tive website.
Problem: dysfunction in politics.
Solution: Term limits :( Term limits has been tested and has yielded positive results in State Legislatures. We would ask each
candidate running, to go on record that they will or will not sponsor or co-sponsor legislation into committee to start a constitutional
amendment for 4 terms for House of Rep and 2 terms for Senate.)
Solution: Limit spending (to Public funds of $50,000/candidate/race, along with public sponsored transparent live streaming
sessions inclusive of all candidates working with each other to solve problems. WE could elect "problem solver" "work well with
others" candidates vs. the ones that raise and spend the most money for name recognition.)
Problem: Waste invading our lands and oceans.
Solution: Process our waste into valuable products.
Problem: Failing currencies with no real intrinsic value because it is not backed by asset.
Solution: Introduce additional currencies backed by assets.
Solution: Accountable transparent hand-ups vs. degrading handouts.

4. Implement safeguards. 'An Ounce of Prevention Is worth a Pound of Cure'. Let's stop decaying dysfunction from happening in
the future. Our communities and nations are so big that it may be best to put some stop gaps in place. With so many are out of
work, let's form diversified transparent citizen’s assemblies that will have various roles and can be paid for efforts if merited. Let's
put our unique abilities to work.
Ie: monitoring watch dogs, think tank of problem solvers, agents implementing treatment plans and testing, educating others ect..
5. Educate and create awareness regarding cyclical sustainable transparent economies and solutions. We are presenting an option
to align with like minded beings to start a sustainable problem solving network and economy. We are uniting for strength because
we may need it with what is happening. Breath, it is so important that we stay detached from the drama happening around us....
Not apathetic.... Detached!! Just witness the truth without judgment or reaction WHILE taking action to create the realities we
want. Don't try to convince others or condemn them. WE all need to be free to find our way.
All is well! It is no secret that it is 100% our choice whether we individually and/or collectively evolve or devolve in all levels and
every aspect. Take a deep breath and listen with your heart, gut and mind and feel if what I am about to say is true.
It is our CHOICE what our realities are going to be individually and collectively. Some will evolve and some may not at this time.
Finding and aligning with our real tribes to get us through the next stuff coming up is KEY because it will be easy to slip back into
bad habits of stinking thinking. This is a team effort as we learn from our mistakes, don't condemn ourselves and others, keep an
open mind and heart and slow our reactions so we can authentically take next step actions. Let's chose to approach a grace oasis
as we remember the truth. We agreed to come here to Earth to evolve to the next level. The empowering part is we are using our
free choice without any memory from our pre-earth life, when we were then and still are, powerful eternal light beings that work
well with others. WE have manifested in each other’s life, to course correct and profoundly progress. Together we thrive!!!
If this last statement angers you, then you may want to do you and everyone a favor and take some time to figure out why?
Is it possible that it's time to remember our ultimate goal is to learn to tolerate first.... then love..... the ones that we are least like
AND like the least. This is what all the GREAT MASTERS taught. It is time to evolve and become Godlike and circumvent the
drama. Yet it's OUR CHOICE!

